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Abstract
Cross-system personalization (CSP), an innovative
technology that enables consistent personalized user
experience across different applications, platforms and even
devices, is gaining substantial momentum both in academia
and industry. Despite the potential benefits to both service
providers and end users, CSP raises thorny privacy issues.
This paper discusses these potential privacy issues in CSP
and suggests directions for future research.

[4]. Here we discuss several aspects of legal privacy
requirements that are particularly relevant to CSP.
Purpose-specific Data Collection and Usage.
Czech Republic Privacy Act [5] mandates that:
personal data that were obtained for different
purposes may not be grouped.
German Teleservices Data Protection Act [6] requires that:
Personal profiles retrievable under pseudonyms shall
not be combined with data relating to the bearer of
the pseudonym.

Introduction
Cross-system
personalization
(CSP)
refers
to
“personalization that shares information across different
systems in a user-centric way” [1]. In a converged service
environment, CSP enables services or applications that
adapt to each user based on the user’s service consumption
data from multiple service domains (e.g., music and news)
and multiple service platforms (e.g., IPTV and mobile
phone) [2]. Imagine the personalized radio (e.g., Pandora)
on your smart phone plays music (partially) based on what
news and shows you watched on your IPTV and/or the
Youtube videos you saw on your laptop. CSP has the
potential to strengthen the benefits of personalization:
further engage and retain end users, help justify targeted
ads, etc. However, since CSP usually relies on collecting,
merging and mining user data gleaned from multiple
applications/platforms, it faces privacy requirements from
privacy legislation as well as end user privacy concerns.

Legal Requirements
Privacy laws and regulations usually lay out both
organizational and technical requirements for information
systems that store and/or process personal data, in order to
ensure the protection of these data. Those requirements
prescribe proper data acquisition, retention, transfer, and
processing [3]. Our earlier work involved an analysis of
impacts of various European Union directives1 and over 40
countries’ privacy legislation on personalization, in general
1

EU member states need to implement the requirements
from these EU directives into their own privacy legislation.

These legal requirements reflect a fundamental privacy
principle that underlines many privacy laws – purposespecific data collection and usage. This principle
conflicts with the practice of merging data across
multiple sources (and presumably collected under
different purposes). Without users’ consent (opt-in), one
may question the legality of CSP driven by merging and
sharing user data across applications.
Parsimonious Data Retention and Processing
Another related privacy principle has to do with data
parsimony – only collect and use data to the extent that it is
needed. For instance, German Teleservices Data Protection
Act [6] also requires that:
usage data must be erased immediately after each
session except for very limited purposes2.
This specification could affect CSP systems that utilize a
user’s usage data across sessions, let alone usage data
across different systems over a long period of time. This
data parsimony principle may again put CSP systems that
rely on tracking users across sessions and applications into
question.
CSP Deployed across Different Jurisdiction
Many service providers (e.g., Alcaltel-Lucent) that espouse
the idea of CSP are internationally operated. That is to say
their CSP systems are likely to be deployed to different
2

Examples include fighting fraud and bill tracking.

countries and thus need to observe different jurisdiction.
Therefore a CSP system operates lawfully in one country
may backfire in other country. CSP designers need to take
this into consideration. Our previous work proposed a
software architecture approach that mitigates this problem
in web personalization [3]. We plan to investigate the
applicability of this approach in the context of CSP.

End User Privacy Concerns
Teltzrow and Kobsa [7] present a meta-analysis of various
studies of web users privacy concerns and their impacts on
personalized systems. They conclude that web users are
not only quite concerned about being tracked online but
also counteract, e.g., providing false information to
websites. This dramatically affects CSP because the system
needs to track a user across multiple applications. It should
be noted that there is a dearth of academic
knowledge/research of end user’s privacy concerns
regarding tracking them across systems. A better
understanding of users’ privacy concerns in the context of
CSP is a prerequisite for usable solutions.

Future Research Directions
Privacy is not a new research topic for personalization.
There are many existing privacy knowledge and techniques
that we can build upon. In the area of usable privacy and
security [8], researchers have been studying people’s
privacy concerns and practices in various contexts (e.g.,
[9]) and developing usable end-user privacy management
tools (e.g., [10]). However, to what extent these privacy
concerns and tools apply in the context of CSP is still an
open question.
In the area of privacy-enhanced personalization [11],
most solutions follow either an architectural approach that
the personalization system architecture respects certain
privacy constraints (e.g., [3]) or an algorithmic approach in
which the personalization algorithms manifest some
privacy-preserving characteristics (e.g., [12]). There is
virtually no work on empowering end users to manage
their privacy in personalization. One exception is scrutable
personalization [13] in which tools are provided to enable
end users to scrutinize the underlying user model and
adaptation process primarily in educational settings.
We highlight the following directions that may be
particularly fruitful.

setting panel isolated from the situation [15]. Nevertheless,
there will be a global privacy setting panel that allows
users to change their privacy decisions at any time.

Privacy Sampling
Because of the potentially large number of applications, we
do not want to overwhelm our users by asking them for
their preferences every time they encounter a new
application. One simplification is to do “privacy sampling”
– each user is only asked to provide a small set of privacy
decisions initially. The CSP system will (incrementally)
build a privacy model for each user that can predict his/her
unspecified privacy decisions. Users can of course choose
to override these predicted privacy settings as they wish.
One case of applying this strategy in an application for
sharing location info between friends yields quite high
(about 90%) prediction accuracy [16].

Visualization of Privacy Settings and Support for
Social Navigation
We can create intuitive visualizations of individual users’
privacy settings (e.g., [17] for privacy policy). We also can
explore the idea of social navigation [18] in this context –
providing visualizations of other people’s (friends and
families) or group’s privacy settings. For example,
knowing aggregated statistics, such as the percentage of
users who chose to disclose a particular piece of service
consumption data, may help users make their own
decisions [19].

Client-Side Personalization
The system can store all service consumption data of a user
on his/her own device (PC, or powerful mobile phone) and
perform the personalization computation on the device.
Users would tend to have less privacy concerns since their
data resides on their devices rather than some centralized
data server.

Conclusion
Cross-system personalization has huge potential of
transforming user experience and boosting business, but
considerable privacy issues remain to be resolved. We
advocate more privacy research into this emerging area.
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